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Each chapter in this textbook covering cells, heredity, and classification features a chapter review, test preparation, and suggestions for followup activities that include step-by-step instructions for an experiment and suggested reading.

“Nathalia Holt presents a thorough account of the research that provides scientists with hope that a cure will one day be
achievable... and her empathy shines through in her prose. This is as important a social history as it is a medical document.”—The
Daily Beast Two patients—each known in medical history as the Berlin Patient—were cured of the HIV virus. The two patients’
disparate cures came twelve years apart, but Nathalia Holt, an award-winning scientist at the forefront of HIV research, connects
the molecular dots of these cases for the first time. Scientists are known to maintain a professional distance from those they study,
but sometimes scientists are not just investigators, they are caregivers, too. Cured illustrates that even in the era of high-tech and
big pharma, the way doctors and patients communicate remains a critical ingredient in the advance of this science. Holt offers a
kind of hope that the thirty-four million people currently infected with HIV need and a story of ingenuity, dedication, and humanity
that will inspire the rest of us.
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The riveting true story of the women who launched America into space. In the 1940s and 50s, when the newly minted Jet Propulsion
Laboratory needed quick-thinking mathematicians to calculate velocities and plot trajectories, they didn't turn to male graduates. Rather, they
recruited an elite group of young women who, with only pencil, paper, and mathematical prowess, transformed rocket design, helped bring
about the first American satellites, and made the exploration of the solar system possible. For the first time, Rise of the Rocket Girls tells the
stories of these women -- known as "human computers" -- who broke the boundaries of both gender and science. Based on extensive
research and interviews with all the living members of the team, Rise of the Rocket Girls offers a unique perspective on the role of women in
science: both where we've been, and the far reaches of space to which we're heading. "If Hidden Figures has you itching to learn more about
the women who worked in the space program, pick up Nathalia Holt's lively, immensely readable history, Rise of the Rocket Girls." -Entertainment Weekly
Instructions, guidelines, and worksheets, with answer keys, for activities and projects that can be eaten.
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